Circadian rhythms govern most essential biological processes in the human body; they influence multiple biological activities including sleep, performance, mood, skin temperature, hormone production, and nutrient absorption. The dim light melatonin onset (DLMO) is the current gold standard for measuring human circadian phase (or timing). The collection of DLMO is expensive and time consuming since multiple saliva or blood samples are required from nighttime studies in specialized environmental conditions. In the past few years, several non-invasive approaches have been designed for estimating DLMO values. These methods collect daily sampled data (e.g., sleep onset/offset times) or frequently sampled data (e.g., light exposure, skin temperature, physical activity collected every minute) to train learning models for estimating DLMO, therefore previous studies only leveraged one time scale. In this paper, we propose a two-step framework for estimating DLMO using the data of both time scales. The first step summarizes the data prior to the current day, while the second step combines this summary with frequently sampled data of the current day. We evaluate several variants of moving average model which input sleep timing data as the first step and recurrent neural network models as the second step for estimating DLMO. The experimental results show that our two-step model with two-time-scale features has statistically significantly lower root-mean-square errors than the models that use either daily sampled data or frequently sampled data alone.
INTRODUCTION
Most human behaviors and body functions are heavily influenced by an endogenous circadian oscillator with a period of around 24 hours [22] . Misalignment of this endogenous circadian pacemaker from the external environment occurs during jet lag and shift work [7, 27] . Measuring the human circadian phase accurately is essential for the clinical treatment of circadian misalignment and improving the efficiency and alertness of shift workers. Since the central circadian clock for humans is located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the hypothalamus [26] , it is not feasible or ethical to measure its status directly.
Multiple human circadian phase markers including melatonin, core body temperature (CBT), and cortisol have been used for research and clinical purposes [15] . Melatonin-based assessment is the least variable marker among them when assessed under dim light condition . The secretion of melatonin is regulated by various factors including the circadian clock, lighting conditions, mood, and exercise [6] . Under dim light conditions in normally entrained humans, the secretion of melatonin remains at a low level during the day time and increases sharply about 2 hours prior to habitual bedtime [9] . The time when this surge occurs is called dim light melatonin onset (DLMO), which is a widely accepted human circadian phase marker [24] .
Monitoring melatonin profiles, however, requires frequent collection of saliva or blood over at least 7 hours in dim light conditions; this is expensive and inconvenient and since these samples must be sent for assay, results are not available immediately. Several semi-invasive or non-invasive approaches have been proposed for estimating DLMO using other data types. With the rapid development of wearable devices in the past few years, sensors have been used to collect information about light exposure and skin temperature and to attempt to predict the time of sleep onset and sleep offset [29] . Some work has been conducted using these sensor data for estimating DLMO with the help of machine learning or statistical regression models. Most studies leverage either daily sampled data (sleep onset/offset time) [2, 19] or frequently sampled data (including light exposure, skin temperature, activity every minute) [11, 16, 17] ; our combining the two is novel. Bonmati-Carrion et al. [1] designed several composite phase indexes by simply averaging the onset time or the offset time of various daily variables including light exposure, wrist skin temperature, body position, and motor activity, and calculated the linear correlations between each phase index and DLMO. For example, their best composite index SleepWT On is defined by averaging the sleep onset time and the wrist temperature onset. There are, however, significant differences in methodology between calculating descriptive statistics (e.g., between sleep onset/offset times and DLMO) and predicting DLMO.
In this paper, we propose a two-step framework for estimating DLMO using the data from two time scales. In the first step, the model summarizes all features prior to the day of interest. The second step combines the result of the first step and the current day's frequently sampled data to estimate DLMO. For the implementation, we evaluate several variants of moving average model to summarize sleep onset/offset time for the first step. For the second step, we apply recurrent neural network (RNN) methods to predict DLMO.
The main contributions of this paper are:
(1) We construct a two-step framework for estimating DLMO using features of two time scales: both daily sampled data and frequently sampled data. This is a generalization of all current models. (2) To implement the framework, we compare three moving average models, and evaluate and analyze them for extracting features from the daily sleep timing data. (3) We show that the model using features of two time scales is significantly better than the one using only one type of features.
METHODS
We represent human circadian phase by the following formula
where ϕ t is the human circadian phase (e.g., DLMO) on day t, ψ t −1 is the extracted features from the data prior to the day t, and x t is the 24-hour frequently sampled data starting from the wake-up time of the tth day. Previous studies have described this relationship mathematically when x t is the data of light exposure and ψ t −1 := ϕ t −1 [18] . In practice, the true value of ϕ t −1 is never known. In this section, we will introduce our methods of estimating DLMO under this framework. Since we are only interested in estimating the DLMO values on a specific day, t in Formula 1 is constant, thus, we rewrite this formula as follows.
The framework is composed of the following two steps: (1) Extracting features from the data prior to the current day, (i.e., calculating ψ ).
(2) Estimating DLMO with ψ and current day's frequently data (e.g., light exposure, skin temperature, and physical activity) (modeling f ). It should be noted that while x only consists of frequently sampled data of current day. ψ can be derived from both daily sampled data and frequently sampled data before the current day. This framework is the extension of the models that use only one type of time-scale data.
• For models only using daily sleep onset/offset times [2, 19] , we can let ϕ = ψ where ψ is the result derived by the daily sleep data. • For models only using frequently sampled data of the current day [11, 16] , ϕ = f (0, x).
• For models using the frequently sampled data of a longer period, ϕ = f (ψ , x) where ψ is the features derived by data prior to the current day. For some previous work [17] , ψ represents the original frequently sampled data.
Data Preparation
The data are derived from the SNAPSHOT dataset that included approximately 1-3 months of daily physiological and behavioral data and one to three DLMO laboratory assessments from 207 college students from 2013 to 2017 [20, 28] . Participants in the 2017 cohort had DLMO calculated one to three times over ∼3 months of data collection; all other students participated in only one DLMO assessment in ∼1 month of data collection. We split the data by using the data collected 2013-2016 (∼1 month of data) as the training set and the data collected in the 2017 cohort (∼3 months of data) as the test set. There are 192 training samples and 31 test samples. Participants were recruited through email.
DLMO. The melatonin concentrations were assayed from saliva collected every hour from 3 pm to 7 am under dim-light conditions [20] . DLMO time values were determined by linear interpolation of the time that melatonin values first exceeded a threshold of 5 pg/mL. Food that might influence the concentration of melatonin in saliva was not allowed during this time.
Physiological and behavioral data. During the experiments, the participants wore (i) a wrist sensor on their dominant hand (Q-sensor, Affectiva, USA) to measure three-axis accelerometer data and skin temperature at 8Hz sampling rate, and (ii) a wrist actigraphy monitor on their non-dominant hand (Motion Logger, AMI, USA) to measure the levels of light exposure and activity stored at 1 minute intervals. We logarithmically transformed the light exposure values and computed the L2-norm for Q-sensor accelerometer data. We segmented the data into one-hour bins and computed the mean values over each hour as the features of that hour. Sleep onset/offset times were computed based on sleep diary administrated in mornings and the wrist actigraphy data using Action-4 software [29] . For any missing data of each feature, we used linear interpolation to impute the data for missing data less than 12 hours, which performs the best for our dataset (data not shown). We did not use the data sets which contain the missing segments longer than 12 hours for the day prior to DLMO collection. Since DLMO measurement sessions occurred during standard and during daylight-saving time, we removed one hour from the time in summer so that the effect of the clock shift could be removed.
Our Implementation of the Two-Step Framework
In the first step of the model, we use daily sleep onset/offset time over the past week for deriving ψ , and define ψ as an estimator of ϕ. This definition allows ψ to be an elegant bridge between daily sleep timing parameters and ϕ. Suppose the sleep midpoint of the ith day over the past n days is denoted as T i . In this work, we set n = 7. Burgess and Eastman [2] , Crowley et al. [5] , Martin and Eastman [19] used a simple moving average (SMA) model that calculates the average of midpoint sleep timing over the past several days to estimate DLMO:
where a and b are trainable parameters, which is trained by least squares.
In this work, we propose an exponential moving average (EMA) model for evaluating ψ . The model can be presented as 
where a and b are trainable parameters, and α is a fixed decay rate. We choose 0.9 as the value of α as we found this value was the best parameter for modeling ϕ in our preliminary experiments (data not shown).
We also introduce a moving average model (MA, a more generalized model) for comparison:
where w i and b are trainable parameters. For the second part, we apply a recurrent neural network (RNN) for estimating ϕ. RNN models have shown great success in natural language processing and sequence learning [14, 21] . For the ith cell, the inputs are time, ψ and the frequently sampled data (i.e., light exposure (LE), wrist skin temperature (ST), and accelerometer (AC)) of the ith hour on that day. In our implementation, we use gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells for the RNN model because they have better performance on some small datasets [4] . As an example, the structure of RNN EMA that uses EMA in the first step is shown in Figure 1 .
The training process contains three independent steps. First, we use least squares to train the model which uses sleep midpints to estimate DLMO. Then, we fix the parameters in this model and train a recurrent neural network. At last, we fine-tune all trainable parameters in the model using back-propagation.
EXPERIMENTS
For the two-step model we designed, we tested three questions:
(1) Which moving average model performs the best for estimating DLMO?
(2) Does the two-step model perform better than models that only use either daily sampled or frequently sampled data? (3) Which combination of frequently sampled data is the best for the second step in estimating DLMO?
We designed three experiments to address these three questions.
Question 1: Comparison among Moving Average Models
We first compare the performance of three moving average models, SMA, EMA and MA. We calculate three values for the comparison of the performance:
• RMSE all : We calculate the root-mean-square error (RMSE) using all data for training the linear regression model. • RMSE val : We evaluate the model's generalization ability for avoiding overfitting problems, by calculating RMSE on a leave-one participant-out cross-validation data set. • <1h: We calculate the percentage of the test samples with absolute error of less than one hour using a leave-one participant-out cross-validation data set.
We also evaluated the effect of noise of the data on the SMA, EMA, and MA by adding Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ to each value of the sleep midpoint. For each σ , we repeatedly generated noisy sleep data and calculated the r 2 value between DLMO and noisy data for 20000 times.
One hyper-parameter in the moving average models was the window size (i.e., the number of days of data in the model). We also tested models' performance with different window sizes.
Question 2: Performance of the Two-Step Model
Based on the first experiment, we choose the best moving average model M for implementing a two-step model. We will compare the performance of the model M, the corresponding two-step model RNN M , and RNN 24-hour which is the RNN model with 24-hour frequently sampled data.
We use the following metrics to compare the three models.
• RMSE val : To reduce the computation cost of evaluating the model, we run 10-fold crossvalidation instead of leave-one-out cross-validation on the training set to get the best hyperparameters with the lowest RMSE. We define the RMSE value of the ith validation set as r i , we define RMSE over all validation sets as RMSE val = 
Question 3: Comparison among Different Input Combinations
To address the third question, we compare the models with different frequently sampled data combinations. For the best model M in the first experiment (Section 3.1), we replace its frequently sampled data with one type of input or arbitrary two-type-of-input combination. For a one-input model with LE, ST or AC, we denote them as RNN . We use the same experiment settings as the second experiment (Section 3.2).
We use cross validation and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) at the same time for selecting the best combination of features because to the best of author's knowledge, all criteria for feature selection from high-dimensional and small sample data have drawbacks. For example, Smialowski et al. [30] pointed out small bias exists in selecting features using cross-validation when the feature number is small compared with data size. Note that cross validation is always a biased estimate for feature selection [25] . Davies et al. [8] describes the issue about too many assumptions and approximations in AIC. In addition, Murata et al. [23] and Gao and Jojic [10] found that the degrees of freedom (DOF) in neural networks are generally much less than the number of parameters. In the case of recurrent neural network in our work, DOF has not been studied to the best of authors' knowledge. Information theory based feature selection methods cannot be applied in our dataset because our dataset is not large enough for estimating the mutual information between each high dimensional feature and the DLMO value. Table 1 shows the comparison of three variants of average models. A repeated measures ANOVA shows that these three models perform similarly on the validation sets (p = 0.97).
RESULTS

Question 1: Comparison among Moving Average Models
As shown in Figure 2 , the MA model showed the highest r 2 between DLMO and sleep data. When the level of noise was low, the features extracted by the EMA model showed larger r 2 than SMA. With increased noise, all models performed worse. SMA gradually performed better than EMA. Two-sample t-tests with Bonferroni correction shows that when σ = 2, there was no significant difference between the r 2 of SMA and EMA (p = 1). For other σ s the differences were significant (p < 0.001).
The experiment for comparing the model performance vs data window size did not show any significant difference for each model (p > 0.05, within-group multiple paired comparison). ). We confirmed that the difference among these models on validation sets was not significant (repeated ANOVA, p = 0.66). In the following parts, we use the model RNN EMA as the representative of two-step models because it was the best based on two metrics (i.e., RMSE val and <1h). The model performance for EMA, RNN 24-hour , and RNN EMA is shown in Table 2 ; the performance of these three models were significantly different (repeated measures ANOVA, p = 0.0022). RNN EMA performed significantly better than the other two models using multiple paired t-test with Bonferroni's correction (for RNN EMA v.s. EMA, p = 0.048; for RNN EMA v.s. RNN 24-hour , p = 0.013). Therefore, the combination of 7-day daily sampled data and 24-hour frequently sampled data showed statistically significantly better model performance. Figure 3 shows the error of each validation set for different models. Note that while the RMSE varied across each validation set, the RMSE for RNN EMA was lowest in 9/10 sets. values of these models (p = 0.119). The model using all features performed the best based on the last two metrics. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the predicted DLMO of our EMA and RNN EMA models and true DLMO value for the test data. The Pearson correlation of the prediction errors (i.e., absolute different between predicted DLMO and true DLMO) of two models was 0.596 with p = 4 × 10 −4 , which suggests a strong correlation between the errors. Visual inspection shows that the model does not fit well for values later than ∼2am. We analyzed the relationship between missingness in the sleep parameters and DLMO prediction errors and the relationship between standard deviations of sleep parameters across days (sleep regularity) and DLMO prediction errors. However, we did not find any statistically significant relationships. Fig. 3 . The root-mean-square error of each validation set for different models. 
Question 3: Comparison among Different Input Combinations
Error Analysis
DISCUSSION
Choice of Moving Average Models
We discuss three variants of moving average models we used in our paper. Previous work which analyzed the relationship between sleep data and DLMO value [2, 5, 19] , all used SMA model. Here we compare SMA with the other two moving average models.
SMA v.s. EMA. We consider the following two averages of the sleep midpoint time is an exponential moving average. Suppose T i follows a Gaussian channel:
T i = T i + ε i where T i is the true value of sleep midpoint with i.i.d. noise ε i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). Therefore,
According to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
t has a larger variance than
. When σ is large (data is noisy), the average value of the sleep midpoint is a better approach for reducing the noise.
Intuitively, the EMA T EMA t is a more reliable feature for estimating DLMO because more recent sleep timing would be expected to have more influence than more distant sleep timing on DLMO. Therefore, we assume that the EMA model is more sensitive to noise but it could be a better method for estimating DLMO when the noise is limited. Our experiment with the artificial noise confirms this assumption. With the development of technology, data can be collected with less noise, thus, EMA model could be more useful in the future work.
SMA v.s. MA. MA is an extension of SMA with more tunable parameters. Therefore, more data are required for training MA. Green [13] suggests a sample size of N ≥ 50 + 8m for the multiple regression where m is the number of predictor variables. In this work, we collected 223 samples. Although the sample size was sufficient in use, the prediction performance of MA was similar to that of SMA. As a result, MA was not useful for predicting DLMO using sleep midpoints.
The Proposed Two-Step Models
In this paper, we proposed a two-step framework using two-time-scale features for estimating DLMO. Our experiment showed that the performance of the two-step models was significantly better than the models using only daily sampled or frequently sampled data.
The error analysis showed that the error of our RNN EMA model was strongly correlated with the error of EMA. Therefore, one approach of improving RNN EMA is to make the average model more accurate.
This framework is the generalization of current models that leverage both daily sampled data and frequently sampled data. The model proposed in this paper may be eventually useful for estimating DLMO as a marker of human circadian phase since it is a non-invasive approach. Every feature we used in our model is derived from wearable sensors which are both low-cost and easy to use.
The idea of this work can be applied to other regression or classification tasks with sensor data with different sample rates. In this project, we have two different time scales of data. The daily sampled data capture behavioral or physiological parameters from each day. The frequently sampled data are stored minute by minute. When we use daily sampled data up to the previous day for estimating DLMO, the latest human behavior or physiology changes today are ignored.
Limitation and Future Work
There are some limitations in our work. First, we did not compare this model with previous work [1, 2, 11, 16, 17, 19] because most of them estimated the amount of melatonin first and then derived DLMO based on the melatonin amount, which required normalizing the melatonin data by fitting the curve using sufficient melatonin data. Since our melatonin was sampled from 13-hours long laboratory studies, it was not sufficient for fitting the curve. We leave this comparison to future work and we will also explore whether we can train a better model using all melatonin data, not just DLMO.
Second, the dataset we use were collected from college students. The relationship of the parameters may be different in other groups of people. The models need to be tested in other populations for confirming the generalizability. We will further evaluate the performance of our models on other populations such as shift workers, people with jet lag, and people with psychiatric disorders.
As additional future work, we will explore whether the model can be improved by utilizing other features including phone screen time and caffeine intake, which are also related with human circadian phase [3, 12] . As it is discussed above, we will compare this framework with other existing approach.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed and evaluated a two-step framework which leverages features of two time scales for predicting DLMO. This framework is the extension of previously used models with input of either frequently sampled data (i.e., light exposure, skin temperature, physical activity) or daily sampled data (i.e., sleep onset/offset timing). The experiment shows that the proposed model performs better than the model only using one-time-scale feature.
